
 

 

Baum Folder / Gatherer / Staging / Inserter Solution 

Building Precision Solutions  Learn more at  baumfolder.com 

FK2000274 Baum Gatherer Solution  

This solution can be mounted to the folding section and is 

designed to gather sheets from 1 to 6 from the print engine 

or feeder.  With a simple bar code option or page identifier 

the set of pages can be sent thru to be folded or inserted 

into the  carton.   

COMMONLY ORDERED ACCESSIORIES 

FK2001618/50  Optional #4 Fold Plate (each) 

1320-133  Additional cost for sound covers per section 

FK2003142  Remote Control 

FK2003180  Jam Detector Kit 

FK2003141 1600 Independent Power Box 

FK2002898 Interface Cable (Bowe) 

FK2002642/50  Standard Mobile Delivery Stacker 

1620A-RS  Two-Tiered Delivery Stacker 

HD15SP-4-N-2  Baum HD 15  (Baum 15 Heavy duty Folder)  

Baum 15 heavy duty folder.  Can fold 1 sheet 4 times to 8 sheets 2 times.  Unit is equipped with a gear 
plate that floats depending upon the thickness and number of sheets put thru this remarkable unit.  Numer-
ous folding capabilities with the foldpan deflectors standard on unit.  When a unit is needed to fold various 
numbers of sheets this is the unit.  This unit after 6,000 hours of operation (depends upon customer appli-
cation) can be rebuilt at a fraction of the cost of new in a few hours.      
 

Standard electrics are 220/3/50/60.  Optional electrics are 220/1/60 , 380-415/3/50   
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Baum Folder / Gatherer / Staging / Inserter Solution 

BFIA-3V-3 Century Series Carton Inserter  

3 Stage Carton Inserting station– This unit can be config-

ured to three height zones to fit most document insertion 

box sizes.  A sensor will determine the height of the box 

up stream and the document will be diverted to the accu-

rate height insertion station to fit correctly into the top of 

the carton.  Heights up to 48” tall to 3 1/2 tall can be feed 

down the conveyor system.   

An optional bar code reader can be added to assure the 

correct carton get the correct document every time.  If the 

documents do not match a signal is sent to the warehouse 

management system to be diverted or stopped depending 

on the warehouse management system.      

BFS-3-3 Century Series Staging units   

Staging conveyors can be used from 1 to multiple de-

pending upon the conveyor layout and when the license 

plate for each box has been scanned.  These units can 

accurately store printed material until the correct carton 

is ready to be inserted.   


